, and two additional large strains have been created more recently by selecting from a cross between two of these lines. This paper describes an attempt to analyse, at the chromosome level, the nature of the gene effects responsible for the permanent differences in size between some of these strains and standard inbred strains originating from the same wild stocks. Not all the effects of selection were permanen% and one case where size declined sharply whenever selection was relaxed has received detailed study (Reeve & Robertson, 1952) .
D. melanogaster provides unique opportunities for analysing the effects of selection on each chromosome, in ~dew of its small number of chromosomes, the absence of crossingover in males, and the existence of dominant markers and cross-over suppressors for each of the major chromosomes. Various of these properties were used by Payne (1918 Payne ( , 1920 , Sturtevant (1918) and others to study tile location of genes affecting a quantitative character, but their methods may be said to have lacked statistical ])recision. More recently, improved methods of chromosome assay have been developed by Mather and his associates for investigating the distribution of effects between different chromosomes (Mather & t-Iarrison, 1949 ) and within the X-chromosome (Wigan, 1949) .
Mather used a 2 a factorial design, in which the three 'factors' were the effects of substituting marked first, second and third chromosomes of a tester stock for those of the strain being examined, and lie expressed the results in terms of 'main effects' and 'interactions'. These tests gave an interesting picture of the relative changes in each major chromosome cause([ by selection for high and low abdominal bristle number in a series of lines, and also provided some rather indirect information about the average amount of dominance of each line to the tester stock. But this method, while an improvement on those of previous worl~ers, is still open to certain objections. In the first place, it yields a very limited range of genotypes for study, so that one cannot test different hypotheses about the nature of the observed effects; secondly, there was some loss of eNciency due to crossing-over, which was estimated as an average of 10 ~ , but would appear to have been much larger in some of the tests (el. Mather & Harrison, 1949 ,  Table 8 ); finally, it is questionable whether the statisticM concepts of main effect and interaction, derived from t]eld-plot experiments, are adequate for analysing genetic effects, where the amount of dominance and epistasis present, and the stability of a given effect when the genetic background is changed, are problems of primary importance.
For the most complete analysis of the difference between two strains, in which chromosomes are treated as units, we should need to create all possible genotypes consisting of major chromosomes from one or both strains (18 in males, 27 in females) in sufficient numbers to enable accm'ate measurements of each to be obtained. We have recently developed a method of creating the Nil range of genotypes with little chance of error, and this is being used to analyse the differences between various selected and unselected strMns. Meanwhile a much more rapid survey has been carried out, using a method which avoids crossing-over and provides sufficient genotypes, from two generations of crosses, to enable a nmnber of tests to be made, of the extent and nature of non-additive effects arising in genotypes containing chromosomes from different sources. Some of the restdts of this analysis have already been described (l%obertson, 1952) , but the present paper contains both additional data and sonic additional tests.
T~E D~smN O~ T~ ~Xl~IM~TS (a) The syste,m of c~'osses
In order to compare two strains, say T and N, virgin females of each strain are mated to males of a marker stock, carrying the genes Plum and Hairless, dominants on the second and third chromosomes. /~i males carrying both marked chromosomes (for which the symbols P and H will be used) from each cross, are backcrossed to both the T and N strains, giving rotor backcrosses, which may be distingnished by the symbols T x T, T x N, N x T and N'x N, according to the type of female used hi the first and second stages of the cross. The segregation of the P and H chromosomes among the progeny enables us to identify four genotypes in each cross, or sixteen in the set of crosses, containing different combinations of the 2', N and marked chromosomes. These genotypes are listed in Table 1 . There is obviously no danger of crossing-over between chromosomes of different strains, since only pure 2/' and N females are used as parents. The Y-chromosome always comes from the marker stock, and so does not affect comparisons between the different genotypes, while the fourth chromosomes differ in the different crosses in a way which allows us to test the magnitude of their effects.
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Studies i~ quantitc~tive inherita~ce Table 1 .
GenotylJes segregating in crosses involving two st,rains
Cross Genotypes of female progeny T TT ~J' 7'~ T (l'q' ~J' q'T
N NN l.~ T NN N NN N NN rl' x N (~J') T T (T) P g' (T) ~l' 21 (T~ P--ITI ~ T TT
T }'q' T Tq ' T Tq' N x~J ' (N) The strains so IJar tested all dm'ive from the selection experiments on the Nettlebed and Edinburgh wild stocks, described by l~obertson & l~eeve (1952a,) . They include three lines selected for large size (T, W and L), one line selected for short wings (D) and two standard unseleeted strains (N from the Nettlebed and E from the Edinburgh wild stock), which had been inbred by brother-sister mating for fifty generations or more.
5/' and W were obtained by selecting for long thorax and long wings, respectively, from a cross between the Nettlebed Long Wing and Long Thorax strains, made after these had ceased to respond to selection. T and W were tested when they had been stable under selection for at least five generations; but neither strain was homozygous, since both showed a tendency to decline in size when selection was relaxed.
L is the Edinburgh long-wing line, and was tested alger forty-five generations of selection, when it had been stationary for ten generations. It is stable when selection is relaxed and probably contains little genetic variability. D, the Nettlebed short-wing strain, ran out after fifty-fern" generations of selectioa and was started again fi'om a relaxed selection line taken off a few generations previously. This line was a few units larger than the original strain, and was tested after it had been stationary during eighteen generations of selection for small size. It was probably homozygous at this time.
The Edinburgh short-wing strain was also tested, after fifty-two generations of selection, when it had been stationary for twenty generations. It was believed to be fairly homozygous at the time of the test, but its subsequent behaviour shows that no less than half its total deviation from unseleeted size was due to unfixed genes maintained in a balanced condition, so that marked bimodality occurred in some of the baekerosses of the chromosome assay test, and this test was therefore omitted fi'om the analysis. The nature of this condition of balanced heterozygosity is now being investigated. Table' 2 shows the deviations of each strain from the standard strain originating from the same wild stock at the time of the tests. These figures are based on the dimensions of the wild-type genotypes extracted from the f x 1', N x N, etc., crosses of Table 1 , and may be taken to represent the size of the various strains after selection has been relaxed, apart 5'om any fourth-chromosome or cytoplasmic effects on size. They agree reasonably well with the dimensions which the selected strains had after a generation of mass mating, as judged by some small-scale tests.
Only a limited nmnber of crosses could be handled at a time, and the tests were divided into four experiments, carried out at intervals during a period of eight months, some tests being repeated each time so that different experiments eould be compared if necessary. The crosses made in each experiment are shown in Table 3 , but Exp. 3 has not been used in the present analysis, except to give additional estimates of the error variances. 
7 rel)lical~cs 6 l'eplicate~ 6 replicates 6 replicates Note. Each x indicates l~ha~ the cross was made in which the flrsl, and second Stl'ain used in l~he crossing scheme are indleal~ed by lel~l~ers at let~ end of row and top of column, respeet~ively, containing the cross; e.g. in Exp. ,I, second x in l~op row hl(l~ea~ocs t~hag Cl'OSS L x N waf~ m,%de. The cross D x E ill [Exp. 4 failed.
(c) Culture ~nethods and measu~'ements
The cultures were reared in an incubator at 25 ~ C., and great care was taken to keep the experimental conditions as constant as possible, by avoiding overcrowding and randomizing the arrangement of the cultures within the incubator, so as to avoid any systematic effect from temperature gradients. Cultures were made in 1-pint nfilk bottles, containing about a em. depth of the usual eornmeal-molasses-agar medium, fortified with additional dried baker's yeast and well yeasted with live yeast, aoo eggs were introduced into each culture bottle, and two eultm, es of each mating were made on three successive days, except for Exp. 1, where 2, 2, 1 and 2 cultures per mating were made on fern" successive days.
After emerging, the flies in each cN~ure were classified into the fern' genotypes and counted, and five males and five females of each type were measured. The males were also weighed in groups of five on a torsion balance. The measurements of wing and thorax were the dimensions described by gobertson & I~eeve (1952a) . Altogether, about 67,000 eggs were cultured and their progeny counted, and 9000 flies were measm'ed.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TI:IE DATA
Each cross provides four distinct types of fly (+, P, H and PH phenotypes) which segregate within a single cultm'e. Five flies of each type were measured per culture, and the cultures were usually replicated six times (two cultures pitt up on three successive days). \u a single culture we have tl~ee degrees of' freedom for differences betwee~ types, which may be separated into the average effects of substituting (+) chromosomes for P and H, respectively, and the interaction between them, i.e.
2) =,}[( + )-P+H-PH],
/,,= 89 +P-I~-PH], i= 89
Environmental conditions must inevitably vary from culture to culture, and any genotype-euvironment interaction would tend to make the variance of 2), h and i between cultures greater than would be expected from the variance within types and cultm, es. Differences between types from the same cross may thus be affected by two som'ces of error, the variance within types and cultm'es (~) and the interaction between ~ypes and replicates (TR). The latter could be split up into components within and between days, but this turns out to be unnecessary. It is estimated from the mean square for interaction between types and replicates, which is simply the mean of the variances of 2), h and i within crosses.
Two additional som'ces of error affect comparisons between type means from different crosses. These are differences between replicates due to effects of culture differences on the bottle means (R), and interaction between days and crosses, due to differential responses of the types in different crosses to the enviromnental differences between days (D6*). The measurements were divided equally between two observers, each taking one culture per day of each cross, and using microscopes giving slightly different magmfications. (R) must therefore be calculated from the differences between replicates put up on the same day after eliminating the differences between observers. The relation between the various mean squares and components of error are shown in Table 4 for a typical experiment, consisting of n crosses each replicated twice over three days. In Exp. 1 there were 2, 2, 1 and 2 mfltures per cross on fottr successive days, of which one observer measured 1, 2, 0, 1, both cultures of day 2 being measured by the same observer owing to a misunderstanding. This will affect the degrees of freedom and the component of (DU). A few missing samples or samples of less than five also reduce the number of degrees of freedom. Adjustments were made for these gaps in the usual way. Table 5 shows the foltr error mean squares for wing length in each sex, expressed on the basis of an indi~ddual fly. The fear experiments, which include 9, 7, 7 and 13 crosses, are shown separately and also averaged. Significance tests have only been applied to the average variances, on the assumption that there is no heterogeneity between experiments, since the different experiments were fairly consistent.
The variance within types and cultures (1) is much the same in the four experiments, and there are, on the average, significant interactions between types and replicates (2) and a significant variance due to differences between cultures reared together (3) in each sex.
The interaction variance between types and replicates was at first thought to be a real genotype-enviromnent interaction effect, but further analysis showed that its cause was quite different. This is clear from The variance within types is about the same for the two observers, though B. tVI. G. appears to be a little more acmtrate in her measm'ements. Bnt while variances (1) and (2) are almost identical for the measurements of B.N.G., (2) is very much larger than (1) for those of C.H.W., so that the significance of the interaction variances is entirely attributable to one observer. The cause was evidently a tendency of this observer to misclassify the phenotypes of samples when measuring them. Several obvious misclassifications, all made by the same observer, were corrected at the time of the analysis, and other discrepancies in the sample sums were noticed, where the cause of the discrepancy cmtld not be determined with certainty. Probably there has been an occasional mixing of samples between phenotypes of the same cnltm'e, but no samples have been excluded because of discrepancies, since these were not frequent enough to affect the means seriously. Inview of the large mass of material which had to be sorted out, weighed and measm'ed, under rather cramped conditions, it is perhaps more surprising that one observer maintMned such a high standard of accuracy than that some mistakes occurred.
In order to obtain standard errors for the various comparisons, it has been assumed that (DC) is zero, so that variances (3) and (~l) can be combined, and the variances of the four experiments have been pooled, since the differences between them were not in general very great, and this leads to a great simplification in computing standard errors. The components of variance affecting wing length of an individual of each sex are then as shown in Table 7 . The variance of a type mean based on n replicates is depending on whether we wish to compare two means from the same or different crosses, so that ~V~=3"36 and 3"80 for males and females, and n1~=4"3r and 6.92 for the two scxes.
We shall require certain additional error variances, which can be deduced from those already given : These are:
(1) The error variance for a type mean chosen at random from the set of sixteen means given by four crosses such as f x T, T x N, N x T, N x N, which is required for the least squares analysis of w 5. These means cor~sist of four sets of four, each four coming from a single set of replicates, as indicated in Table 1 . Thus, if we choose two such means at random from the set of sixteen, there are twenty-four ways of choosing two from the same set of replicates and ninety-six ways of choosing two from different sets. The variance will thus consist of a weighted mean of I~ and [~ in the ratio of :4-, i.e. V3=~ [cr2+5(YR)+6(R)]. The same resub may be obl~ained by considering 1 the analysis of the set of sixteen means, on the assumption that there are no differences between types or between crosses. The analysis wend then be as shown in Table 8 . The last row gives the variance (l~) of a type mean chosen at random from the sixteen of the set..The actual degrees of freedom of this error variance will lie somewhere between those onwhich (TR) and (R) were based (Cochran, 1951) , and we can give them a minimum value of 50.
(2) In w 7 (c) standard errors will be required of various linear combinatiorLs of type means, of which stone come froln the same cross and some from different crosses. Any linear combination may be written The error variances for weight will be discussed in the section analysing the relation of weight ~o thorax length in males.
FOm~r~-C~IROMOSOM~ ~FECTS
I~eciprocal crosses begween se]ected strains of different size indicate that cytoplasmic and maternal effeegs have litgle or no influence on body size; but nothing is known about effects of genes carried by ~he fourth chromosome, apart fi'om the fact that change in the nmuber of fourth chromosomes changes cell size much more than in proportion to the change in volume of chromosome material (Dobzhansky, 1929) .
The present series of tests enables us to compare males which differ only in their fom'th-chromosome complement, and thus provides a direct measure of the importance of fourth-chromosome size effects. PH males from any two crosses for which the same strain was used in the second stage (e.g. T x N and N • N) receive identical sets of major chromosomes and cytoplasm, and differ only in their fourth chromosomes. If a, t and n are the fomSh chromosomes of the original marker stock, the 2' and N stocks, respectively, 1 (~+-tl and 1 (a+n 1 then the chromosome complements of ( T x N) and(NxN) willbe~\~ n/ 2 n n/" }Ience the difference (59 x N)-(N x N) measures 2 )~ n/" Similarly, the difference (2/'x T)-(Nx i s) measures~ \ t t]' and comparison of the two differences, whichmaybe symbolized as (T-N)/N and (T-N)/T, gNes a measltre of the extent of dominance of t over n. Table 9 gives all the comparisons which can be made between the different strains.
It will be seen that most of the differences do not differ significantly from zero, but there are interesting exceptions in ghe comparisons involving IV. In Net, ghe W fourth chromosome, when homozygous, appears to reduce size compared with any of the heterozygotes Iu W/E and W/T, with which it can be compared. Thus
and the first and third of these differences are significant at the 1 and 5 % levels, respectively. Since the genotypes compared differ only in their fourth chromosomes, i~ appears that the W-chromosome carries a recessive gene or genes which reduce size when homozygous. It is surprising to find such an effect in a line selected for large size, but a chance fixation of such a gene might have been caused by the gradual inbreeding which accompanied selection of the W strain. The average significance of ~he remaining eighteen differences can be tested approximately by X ~, since their standard errors are based on large nmnbers of degrees of freedom. Summing the squares of the ratios of each difference to its standard error, we obtain X~= 25, with 18 degrees of h:eedom. This value is not significant (P = 0"10), so that there is no evidence of fom'tl~-chromosome effects on size, apart from the one already noted. Selection has evidently hail little or no effect on the fourth chromosome. 
The standard errors o[ ~hese estimates are 1'11 for the firs~ two rows, and 1.20 for the remMnder. One sitar and two st&rs indic&~e significance at 5 and 1% levels.
TEST OF TttE XYPOTHESIS TttAT THE CHI~O~IOSOhIES COMBINE ADDITIVELY
The simplest hypothesis about the effects of the major chromosomes on size is that they combine additively. The foul" crosses involving two strains (e.g. T • T, T • N, N • T and N • iV, as in Table 1 ) yield sixteen genotypes, of which two are identical in males and two pail's identical in females, for the major chromosomes; and, on the hypothesis that they combine additively, each of these genotypes may be expressed as a linear combination of the six constants N, :/'1, ~'~, T a, P and H, where N is the size of the strain N, and the other constants are the effects of substituting a T for an N first, second and ~hird chromosome, and P and H for the corresponding N chromosomes. By equating the observed size of each genotype with the linear expression in terms of the constants we obta[u sixteen equations, e.g.
NNN NNN
TPH ~'Tfl'-N+2T~+fl~+fl%+P+H, e~c., from which the values of the constants may be estimated by the method of least squares. This solution ignores the effects of fourth-chromosome differences, which would require two extra constants ~o represent the effects of substituting a _7 ~ and an N fourth chromosome for ~he corresponding chromosome of the original marker stock. But whether or not these effects are included, we have only seven inde]?endent equations for estilnabing ehe constants, since nine of the sixteen original equations can be eliminated by means of
217l'T TPI' Y'TT
TPYl' equations of the form TTT IU/Yf NNN x NNN" It is, therefore, impossible to solve for the eight constants which included the fourth-chromosome effects, and we can only solve for the six consta.nts measuring the average effects of the major chromosomes.
It is obvious, from the preceding section, that fourth-chromosome effects can be ignored in most of the crosses, and they are only likely to have a noticeable effect in crosses involving the ]'V strain. Table 10 
The estimates of the six unknowns, T1, To, ..., iV, enable us to estimate the sixteen genotype means, a,, b, ..., q, on the basis of our hypothesis. The variance due to differences between the observed and estimated values of these sixteen means as 10 degrees of freedom, ani[ will be all estimate of the error variance of a type mean if our hypothesis that the chromosomes combine additively is correct, and fourth-chromosome effects are ignored. The significance of deviations from all additive system may, therefore, be tested by comparing the variance for each set of crosses with the error variance, Va, of w 3. Table 11 shows the variances of both sexes for both characters in each set of crosses.
Only five of the variances are not significantly greater than the error variance (items in heavy type), two are significant at the 5 % level (starred items), and the remainder are significant at the 1 ~ level. Evidently the chromosomes do not combine in a completely additive manner in most of the crosses, and the deviations from an additive system are often substantial and much too large to be attributed to fourth-chromosome effects. The variance is also generally much greater in females than in males, suggesting that the chromosomes show grea~er non-additive effects in the former. Several hypotheses could be put forward to explain the deviations from an additive system, and they will be considered in turn. The following non-additive effects can be distinguished:
(1) Metric bias, due to use of an unsaitable scale of measurement.
(2) Interaction between homologous chromosomes, due to either dominance of individual genes or interactions between genes carried on the same elu'omosome pair.
(3) Interaction between genes carried by different pairs of chromosomes.
Since we are dealing with the segregation of whole chromosomes, it is not possible to distinguish between the two effects under item (2), and these will be included under the term 'aggregate dominance'. The term 'potenee' has been introduced by Wigan (1944) to describe non-additive effects betwee~ groups of polygenes, but this term appears to include effects of types (2) and (3), so that it is avoided here.
TEST gOI{ I~IETI~IC BIAS
As has often been pointed out, there are no a priori reasons for believing that the scale of measm'ement is necessarily the nmst appropriate for genetiea] analysis (Mather, 19~9; Wright, 1952) , and the question arises how far distortion of additive geue effects, due to the wrong choice of scale, could have contributed to the non-additive effects of Table II . A glance at the ~able shows ~hat metric bias cannot be the main cause of these effects, since crosses of any large strain to the two standard strains, which are of abou~ the same size, would then be expected bo give variances of much bhe same anaount. But the variances are very much greater when T or W is crossed wibh E than when they Fo~s W. 1Ro~TsoN AND E. C. 1~. I~Ev~ 597 are crossed with N, so that marked dominance or interaction effects must be present. Metric bias might neverbheless be a contributing factor, and some test of ibs ilnpor~ance is required. Such a test may be based on the average eft'eels of the subsbitubions of ( + ) for P and H chromosomes, and bhe interaction between them, in the different crosses. As noted earlier, we define these effects in the usual way:
i actually measures the difference between the effects of the H substitution at two different levels of size (i.e. in the presence and absence of P), and it is obvious that any metric bias will tend to increase this interaction, since the same substitution effect will be measured on different scales at different levels of size. Moreover, the extent of the bias will vary with the magnitude of the substitution effect and the difference in size levels at which it is estimated. Metric bias will, therefore, introduce a correlation between i and the joint magnitude of the P and H substitutions, which may be measured by their geometric mean ,\/(ph), where p and h are both taken with the positive sign. In the case of wing length, p varies from 12"6 to 1"9 units in males and from 16.9 to 3.0 units in females, while h varies from 5"3 to -8"3 units and froln 6"~1 to -8"6 units in the two sexes. The corresponding variations in the geometric mean of the absolute values of p and h are 7.7 to 1.0 and 9"5 to 3"0 units respectively, so that there is a good range of values for testing metric bias. All 2 values are positive, and when h is negative the sign of i is changed, so that a positive value of i always indicates that the substitution effect is reduced when the level of size is reduced.
One can distinguish between what might be called monotonic and divergent metric bias. The former consists of a progressive trend from one end of the scale to the other, as when an arithmetic scale is transferred to logarithms. 'Divergent' bias occm's if the point of zero distortion is at the mean size, or size of the unselected stocks, and distortion of scale increases as we move away from this level in either direction. Bias of this kind would exist if there were some kind of resistance to movements away from the optimum (unselected size), such that given gene substitutions produced progressively less effect on size as the size level deviated more from the optimum in either direction, l~{onotonic bias wend lead to a correlation between i and ,~/(ph) over the whole series of crosses, thirty-six in all; divergent bias wend lead to a correlation if we reverse the sign of i when considering deviations below the size of the standard lines, and omit crosses which include genotypes both above and below this level. Actually, for this test we shall also omit the single small strain (D), and take only the twenty-one crosses in which N and E occur uot more than once and not together. Table 12 gives an analysis of the interaction variances for wing length in each sex. The mean squares are shown for the deviation of the average interaction from zero, the regression of i on .~/(ph), the residual variance, and the error variance. The las~ item is simply the variance l/1 of w 3, adjusted for the Net that SOllle estimates are based on seven and some on six replicates.
In all eases the variance due to the regression of i on ,x/(ph) is not significant, whether judged against the remainder or error varia.nce, so that there is no evidence of metric bias in this test. This cannot be taken as proof that we are using the best possible scale, but it suggests that no great improvement wolfld be gained by transforming to another scale, and will be taken as sufficieng justification for retaining the arithmetic scale.
[['able 12 enables us to draw some additional conclusions. The average interaction is significant in both sexes, as shown by the first row, the mean over all crosses being +0.61 +0.14 in males and +0.58+0.17 in females, so that the means of the two sexes are almost identical. Tlms the presence of the P-chromosome, which always decreases size, tends also to decrease the effect of the H substitution on size, whether this increases or decreases size. This must be a genuine epistatic effect, since it cannot be attributed to metric bias. The variance of the interaction about its mean, after eliminating any regression on .~/(ph) (row labelled 'Remainder'), is a little greater than the error variance in males and significantly so in females, so that there is probably some heterogeneity between the different crosses in the amount of interaction between the P and H substitutions, though it is less than one might expect. An excellent discussion of the problems raised by metric bias has recently been given by Wright (1952) , who describes tests for the presence of bias and transformations suitable for removing different types of bias, including examples of wha.t we have classified as monotonic and divergent bias. Scaling problems have also been discussed by Mather (1949) . In the present case tests based on comparisons of the variances were not tried, since not all genotypes were constant, in view of the genetic variability remaining in some of the strains tested. Moreover, there is evidence that genotypes which are homozygous tend to have a higher phenotypic variance than heterozygous genotypes (t~obertson & Reeve, 1952b) , so that comparisons of variance might prove misleading.
TESTS 1~0I~ DOS{INANCE AND INTEl%ACTION

(a) Met/wds of a~alysis
Itaving eliminated metric bias as the cause of the non-additive variations, it remains to see how far we can distinguish between the effects due to aggregate dominance and interaction between non-homologous chromosomes. Neglecting foltrth-ehromosome effects, a set of crosses such as T x 27, 27 x N, N x 27 and N x N ( Table 1) gives fore'teen different genotypes in males and fifteen in females. These are on/y a small proportion of the fifty genotypes in males and seventy-five in females which can be built out, of 1', N, P and H chromosomes (P and H are lethal when homozygous), so that general theories about the nature of the gene~ic differences between the s~rains obviously cannot be tested.
We can choose thirteen independent differences between pairs of the fourteen genotypes in males, and fourteen such differences in females, and these will contain all the informatiou provided by the set of crosses. There are various ways of choosing these comparisons, del?ending on whether we are interested in the effects of P and fl in different backgrounds, as in the test for metric bias, or in the effects of substituting one or more T chromosomes for their N homologues. The latter point of view enables us to compare the effects of selection on the different chromosomes of each strain. If we consider only differences be~,ween pairs of genotypes which carry the same complement of chromosomes from the P, H stock (i.e. differences within the columns of Table l) , there are ten independent differences for males and eleven for females, of which five in names and four in females give estimates of the effects of substituting individual T for N chromosomes. The remainder provide estimates of the effects of substituting two or more chromosomes together and these substitutions may be chosen in various ways. In addition, oF course, there are the differences between eolamns, which consist of the average effects of P and H and their interaction. These do not concern sis for the time being.
The comparisons which provide estimates of substitutions of individual T for N chromosomes are set out in Table 13 , where a simple notation is used to indicate the
T-NTT TI'T NI'I' difference chosen. Thus ~ N N means the difference y ~ N x ~> N N' and measures
the effect of substituting a T Nr N first chromosome when II and III are both heterozygous for I' and N. 
T-N T T ~ (a) N T N-N NpHN
Ibr II ~nd Ill Y N N ~ (b) T T -N T T T PH NT-NN } II (~,) N Y N H !
getorozygous T T-27 T (b) T T T-N T
for I and III N P 5 r Table 14 . If the non-additive effects are due entirely to dominance, then the sum of the individual substitution effects of I and II will equal the effect of the g~'oup substitution (I+iI), when either (a) or (b) estimates are considered separately, and the same will be true for the other group substitutioas. We thtts have a direct test for interaction between genes on non-homologous chromosomes fi'om the different strains. The (a) and (b) individual estimates are made in the presence of P and H for I, of H for II, and of P for III. In addition, we have an estimate of I in males, made in a (+) background heterozygous for T/N, and one estimate each of I[ and III in females, made opposite the P and H chromosomes, respectively, in a T/N background. Apart from the possibility of sex differences, the estimates for the autosomes made in the two sexes may differ because of the different dominance relations of the T, N and P or H chromosomes. H decreases size when substituted in a large strain and increases it when substituted in a small strain, so that it is probably fairly similar to a standard third chromosome, but P always reduces size.
YTI-] NN T-N
We shall examine first the individual clu'omosome substitutions and the consistency of the individual and group estimates. Table 15 gives the effects on wing length of the individual chromosome substitutions, as set out in Table 13 , and their standard errors, for each pair of strains compared.* The two standard strains N and E are of almost identical size, but their ct~'omosomes differ in their effects on size, as is shown by the (N-E) substitutions in males. These substitutions reduce size when made for chromosomes I and III, but increase size for II. Their effects differ in males and females for I and III, presumably due to differences in genetic background. The chromosomes of the other strains show differences, when substituted for N and E chromosomes, which roughly correspond with the direct (N-E) differences, apart from a few discrepancies. The most striking of these is LIIIa, which appears to have too small an effect when substituted for N. Thus There is a general tendency for partial dominance to occm' in the direction of large size, since ~bhc (a) esdnmtes usually exceed ~bhe (b) es~bima~bes, but the large strains differ markedly in ~heir dominance relations, when tested agains~b the standard s~brains. Thus .7' shows only a sligh~b gendcncy towards dominance of I1 and II1 ~o N and E, which is not significant; while ~bhc rela~bcd strain ]'V shows litdc dominance of II, but complete dominance of III to N and E. L shows complete dominance of I, measured in females, and partial dominance of III, ~o ~he chromosomes of the re[a~bcd s~brain E, bmb the pattern is strikingly reversed in the (L-N) comparisons. Here l~hc (b) csl~imates always exceed the (a) estimmbes, so ~bhmb ~bhcre appears ~bo be partial dominance in l)hc direction of small size for all bhree chromosomes. The chromosomes of lbhe L and N strains show only parlbial dominance lbo lbhose of lbhe small D strain, so lbhat selection in the lmblbcr has nolb picked ou~ only recessive genes. D could nolb he compared whbh slbrain E, since one of lbhc crosses required for lbhis lbcslb failed.
(b) Individual substitution effects on wing length
The distrihmbion of size effcc~bs bc~bwcen the three major chromosomes is much ~bhe same in lbhc lbhrec large slbrains, and shows throb selection has caused moslb change in III, and rmbhcr small effeclbs in I and II. The only discrepancy occurs wilbh lbhe (T-N) embimalbes in males, which show roughly equal cffcclbs on all de'co chromosomes. Sclcclbion for small size in slbrain D has evidently had moslb effect on the X-chromosome, and lcaslb on II.
A single substilbution of I in males oflben exceeds in cffeclb lbhc corresponding double subslbilbution (a+b) in females, e.g. in lbhc case of (T-N), (W-N), (W-E) and (L-N).
These discrepancies scent 1boo great lbo be attributable lbo dosage compensation of the X-chromosome, and must be due to the faclb ~halb lbhc cstimmbcs of I arc made in a (+) background in males and in a PH background in females. This apl)cars to be an example of imberaclbions hctwecu genes on non-homologous chromosomes.
(c) Consistency of individual and group substitution effects
The ~esb for consislbcncy between bhc individual and group substitutions is giveu in Table 16 , which shows ghc differences bcbwccn the observed group substitution effects and lbhc corresponding sums of the individual effeclbs, as sclb crab in Tables 13 and i[ the case of (II+III) both group and individual estimates are made in males, and the differences of Table 16 are of the following form, taking (ff'-N) as an example:
where the expressions in brackets indicate bhe substitubions made. A significant differonce for either estimate must obviously indicate the presence of interactions between genes on non-homologous chromosomes ; but such interactions might be of several kinds, e.g. between i'~ and Ta, between h~ and N a or between T or N genes and genes iu the P and H chromosomes. It is not possible to distinguish between these possibilities without fm'ther comparisons which are not available in the present data. The other differences are of essentially the same kind, except that estimates made in the two sexes have to be combined. Thus ~l~e (T-N) differences are as follows:
I + I J: + iii = (T;I'~-iV~u -(;r-N) PH -Y(r-N) ~Z -YP(T-~u
where the genetic background of all genotypes consists of NNN for (a) estimates and T;/'T for (b) estimates. The group estimates and the estimates of I are made in females, while the individual estimates for the autosolnes are made in males, since this alone enables us to compare estimates always of the same form: (~) or T Significant differences in these comparisons might be due to three kinds of effecb:
(1) An unequ~ distribution of size effects between the three chromosomes in the two sexes--no evidence on this point is yet available, but it seems unlikely that the two atttosomes would have differential effects in males and females.
(2) The autosomes might have slightly greater effects in females than in males, because of the difference in absolute size of the two sexes and the fact that the deviations caused by selection tend to be p~:oportionately greater in females ( Table 2 ). The ratio of female to male size in the standard strains and of the standard errors in the two sexes is about 1.15, and the substitution estimates from males have been mtdtiplied by this factor, before use in Table 16 . This should eliminate any effects due to size differences between the sexes.
(3) Interactions affecting size may occur between genes on different chromosomes. It can be assumed that most of the significant effects of Table 16 are of this kind. Table 1 .6 shows immediately that dominance cannot account for all the non-additive effects present in the different crosses, since no less than thirteen of the seventy-two interaction differences are significant a,t the 1 ~o level and twenty-three at the 5 % level. Substantial interactions mush occur between genes on non-homologous chronlosomes in a number of genotypcs, and there is some tendency for these ~:o be larger in crosses involving unrelated strains (columns 3, 5 and 6) bhan in those involving related strains (columns 2, 4 and 7), so that inberacbions appear to be greatest when chromosomes from unrelated strains are brought bogether. Selection for small size also appears to have im~olved epistatic effec~.~ as well as ~tle accumulation of recessive and partly recessive genes, since strain D shows interactions with both L and N. Significant differences are shown almost equally by the (a) and (b) estimates, so that one cannot interpret the interactions as simply a modification of ~he degree of dominance of genes which increase size, caused by the changes in genetic background. 
(a) 1,0 -1,1 4.1 '~ 2,1 6,9** 5'9'* 1.9 2.7 -1.l[ 1.78 1.92 (b) -3.1 1'5 -0.8 6"1' ~ 3-1 1'9 3'9* 2'3 -3"2 (a) 1.8 -0.8 3.8 ' 1.7 2.6 3.7 -0.9 3'6 1.8 t (b) -0.1 -1.3 -7.9"* 2.6 1.9 -2.0 -2.2 -1.8 -,[.6", 1'89 2.04
1"2 -6.2 ~' * 5'3 ~ 2"0 2"6 3.9 2'3 -4"5", 1'89 2'0,t (a,) 3.1 4'4 7.9 ~''~ 3.3 9'0** I0'5" ~ 2.1 5'4* 0.I } (b) -6.9 ' ~-0'8 -7.7** 10"2 'l I, 6'4* 3"8 5"4 ~' 5"1 _8.5,1 "-2'41 2"62
Note. One ~nd two s~ars indicate significance ~g 5 and 1% levels.
In the crosses involving a large and a standard strain, most of the significant differences occur in the estimates of (II +Ill) and (I +II +III), and with one exception they arc then positive. For these differences group substitution effects of (II +III) and (I + II +III) in a ( + ) background are compared with the corresponding individual estimates in a background containing P, H or both chromosomes, and a significant excess of the group substitution effect is equally frequent whether a set of chromosomes from the large strain is present or not (b and a estimates). Two hypotheses could explain these results: either the chromosomes of a selected strain interact together to increase size by more than the sum of their separate effects, or the presence of a P or H chromosome in the individual substitution estimates reduces their effect. The latter hypothesis seems unlikely, since it would reqmre the P or H cba'omosome to show specific inhibiting effects on chromosonres of three large strains. It is probable, therefore, that interactions occur between genes on different chromosomes of each sdected strain which increase the size effect of these chromosomes when they are present together. Theoretical reasons for believing that selection will build up interactions of this kind have been put forward (P~obertson & lteeve, 1952) , and some practical evidence has also been found (lteeve & l%obertson, 1952) .
The possibility should also be borne in mind that inbreeding of the standard strains has fixed genes on different elu'omosomes which interact with each other to reduce size nrore, when two or more chromosomes are homozygous, than one would expect from the reduction when each chromosome is made heterozygous separately. This would cause positive differences in the (a) but not the (b) estimates of Table 16 for (II+III) and (I+II+III) and may account for some of these effects. Furtl~er work is being done to tes~ these hypotheses.
The (W-N) differences might be explained by another hypothesis. In the (I'V-N) column of Table 16 , significant cffecgs are only found in those (b) substitutions which involve chromosome II[, and the average of these differences is 7.2, which is remarkably close to the (a) eseimate of (W-N)III in Table 15 . In f'aet, ~,here would be no significant 3!)-2 differences if we used the (a) instead of the (b) estimate of (W-N) IH, i.e. if we assumed tha~ the dominance of WIII to NIII shown by Table 15 disappears when WIII is substituted jointly with other W chromosomes (I, Ill or both). We could thus explain most of the non-additive effects in ~he (W-N) series by the hypothesis that WIII is dominant to NIII for size effects in certain genetic backgrounds Olfly. It shonld be noted, however, that the same hypothesis will not account for the non-additive effects of the (W-E) series.
The (L-N) series only show significant--and posigive--differences for the (a) substitutions involving chromosome IIi, and these could be eliminated by gakblg a larger value for (L-N)IIIa in Table 15 . Jt will be remembered that (L-N)IIIa seemed too small judged by other substitutions in Table ] 5, so that here again it may be a specific chromosome substitution which is responsible for an apparent array of non-additive effects, although dominance is not involved in this case, since the (a) and not the (b) estimates show the disagreement.
An idea of the relative magnitude of some of the interactions shown by Table 16 ]nay be obtained by comparing them with the total difference in size between the pairs of strains in question ( Table 2 ). The largest individual difference is ] 0.5, for (i + Ii +III) c~ in the (L-N) comparisons, which is no less than 35 ~/o of the total deviation between the wild-type females of L and N; and a number of the interaction deviations of Table 16 are more than 20 % of the difference between the two strains compared. This brings out clearly that substantial interactions occur in a number of cases, apart from the general prevalence of some degree of dominance in the direction of large size.
DIFFERENCES IN THE ]3EttAVIOUI~ OF WINO AND TttOItAX LENGTH
In unseleeted strains the thorax is half as long as the wing dimension, so that proportional changes in the two characters would be in the ratio of 2 : I, but the genetic correlation between wing and thorax length is less than unity (IZeeve & IZobertson, ] 952), so that selection of wing length tends to cause less than proportionate changes in thorax length, and vice versa. This is well illustrated by comparing/she effects of the individual chromosome substitutions between related strains on each character (Table 17) . Each selected strain is compared with the standard strain of the same origin, and the figures for males only are given. Strain T was selected for long thorax, and we find that the illdividual substitution effects on thorax length are generally a little more than half those on wing length, the two series running closely parallel. W and L were both selected for long wings, and the values for wing length are rather more than twice those for thorax length, except in the case of clu'omosome II, which shows relatively large deviations for thorax length in both strains. Tim large strains thus show much what we sholfld expect from the selection of two dimensions, each of which is closely related go body size. D was selected for short wings, and shows the expected ratios of wing to thorax length for chromosomes II and III, bnt tllere is a marked discrepancy for I. The X-chromosome of D, when substituted for N in males, causes a bardy significant decline iu thorax length (1.0 lmit), althougli wing [ellgth is reduced by 19"6 lmits. The substitution of I in females gives essentially the same picture, since the (a) and (b) estimates are 3"1 and 1"4 for thorax length, compared with 21.6 and 7"0 for wing length. Evidently selection in" strain D, which has caused most effect on the X-chromosome, has done so lnailfly b.k~ acetmlNating genes in this chromosome which affect wing length only. Fm~th~ ~vo~lr is in progress to study the natlu'e of these effects.
Apart from the one major discrepancy in strain D,~~f the individual and group substitution effects on thorax length gives resNts closely parallel to those for wing length, and gives the same indications of the existence o f substantial interactions between genes on non-homologous chromosomes, so that these interactions are not specific wing effects, but mainly affect general body size.
T~F~ I%ELATION OF WEIGHT AND THOI%AX LENGTtI
]3xperiments have shown that weight changes siglfificantly dm~ing adl~lt life. Females may increase by as much as 40 % when the ovaries are magm~ing during the first few days after emergence, while males increase by about 5 %; and later both sexes decline in weight. Thus weight is difficult to measm~e accm~ately, compared with the linear dimen~ sions, which can be taken as constant dm~ing achflt life. For these reasons males only were weighed--the flies of each sample being weighed in a batch--and all clfltm~es were weighed at approximately the same age in terms of date of ctfltm~ing the eggs.
We shall confine om~selves to a general analysis of the relation of weight and thorax length, working with measm~ements transformed to logarithms so as to eliminate climensional complications. It is of interest first to examine the error variances of log weight in the different experiments. The elTor components are the same as in Table ~1 , except that we canuot calculate a within-sample variance (1) , and the T x R variance (2) of Table LI-has been separated into two mean squares:
(2 a) Types x replicates witlfin days and crosses. (2b) Types x days within crosses. Table 18 gives the fore 9 mean squares and their interpretation. The logarithms to base 10 were mtfltiplied by 1000, and the variances then calctflated on the basis of a type mean. The degrees of freedom differ from those in Table 5 because there was no difference between observers to eliminate and only fore 9 crosses in Exp. 3 were weighed.
The clifferent experinaents were reasonably consisgent in their error variances and generally show substantial components for differences between replicates cMgured on the same clay (R), and for interaction between days and crosses (D6~). Evidently adttlt weight is rather susceptible to uncontrollable variations in caltm~e conditions, while the large D x 6 ~ interactions may reflect variations in the rage of change of achflt weight, due to variations in the time of transferring samples from different cultures to fresh vials, before weighing. If form remains constant, the coefficients of variation of weight shotild be about three times those for thorax length, and this enables us to compare the relative magnitude of errors affecting the two characters. Any variance (V) in Table 18 may be convinced into a coefficient of variation (C), using the formtila c= 0.%(~,,v)~ %, where r is the number of replicates. Taking the average variances of f x R and D x C, we obtain the following comparison, C for thorax length being multiplied by 3:
Thorax length Weight (3c') (c,)
The error variances based on the T x R interaction are in close agreement for the two characters, but interactions between Days and Crosses introduce disproportionately large errors affecting weight. T]ms comparisons between different crosses m'e likely to be rather inaccurate in the case of weight.
In spite of this fact, there are high correlations between log weight and log length for the type means, the correlation coefficients being 0.91, 0.65, 0.93 and 0.91 for the four experiments. These correlations are analysed in Table 19 for Exps. 1, 2 and 4. The first four rows give the regression of log weight on log thorax length when all the types means for a given experiment are pooled. Linear regression accounts for about four-fifths of the total variance in Exps. 1 and 4-and nearly half in 2, but the residual variance is still significantly greater than the error variance in each ease, so that weight appears to show some variation independent of thorax length.
The error term in the fourth row reqtiires explanation. It is calculated as
where [Y/' x D] and [D x C] are the mean squares of Table 18 , and n is the number of crosses contained in the experiment. The justification for this estimate may be found by reference to (1951) . The variance of log weight within m'osses has also been anMysed in the second part of Table ] 9. I-Iere the average regression accounts for two-thirds of the variance wighhl crosses in each experiment, and the remaining variance is divided into differences iu slopes of the regression lines rigged to the four types of each cross separabely and the residual variance about these regression lines. The error variance in this case is the error within crosses, i.e. item T x D of Table 18 , but for Exp. 1 we have pooled the T x R and T x D error variances.
There are clearly no significant differences betweeu the slopes of the regression lines within the different crosses, but the residual variance is still a little greater than the error, in all experiments, so that the marked chromosomes probably have differential effects on the two characters in some of the crosses. The regression slopes within crosses and between the cross means are given at the foot of Table 19 . Within crosses the three experiments do not differ significantly in slope, the average regression being about 1.4-_+0.1. If the P and H substitutions leave form unchanged we should expect to obtain a value of a little less than 3, the difference from 3 being due to the fact that both characters are subject to errors, k functional relationship of the kind discussed by Xermack & I-Ialdane (i951), e.g. the ratio of the standard deviations of log weight and log thorax length, would have an expected value of about 3, but the average value of this ratio over the three experiments is only 1.6~f, so that weight obviously changes at a rate much less than proportional to the cube of thorax length, when the P and H substitutions are made. This is a surprising result, which m~wt mean that these suJ)stitutions alter either form or specific gravity, and it requires fmCher study.
The regression slope for the cross means is higher in Exps. 1 and 4, but lower in 2, so that differences in regression within and between crosses account for part of the residual variances given in row 3 of Table 19 . Part can also be attributed to the fact that strain E was consistently about 13 % heavier than N, though it was only about 1 89 % longer in the thorax. In Exp. 2, E was actually heavier than W, and this doubtless explains the low regression coMficient for the cross means.
In view of the rather large sampling errors of the mean weights, it did not seem worth while to carry the analysis further by comparing the ratio of log weight to log thorax length for particular genotypes.
Studies i~ quantilative i~heritance i0. CONOLIISIONS
Tests have shown theft, w])en chromosomes h'om pairs of selected and standard strains were put together in the arrangements which can be obtained by a simple crossing scheme, there were in most oases significant deviations fi'om additiveness in the effects of the different chromosomes on size. It was possible to prove that metric bias was not a major cause os these non-additive effects and that they could not be attributed entirely to dominance, although there was a variable amount of dominance in the direction of large size, when large strains were crossed with the standa.rd uusdected sh'ains or the iatter were crossed with the short-wing strain. There were obviously substantial in~eraetions between genes on non-homologous chromosomes in several cases, and these tended to be greatest when chromosomes from unrelated strains were combined.
Among the most significant interaction effects was a general tmldency for the joint substitution of II +III or J+II +III of a large strain in a (+) background to increase size by more than the sum of the individual substitution effects of the same chromosomes in a background containing one or both of the marked eln'omosomes, P and If. It seems unlikely that either of these chromosomes wonld have a specific inhibiting effect on the chromosomes of three large strains, so these differences probably indicate that interactions ocmu" between genes on different chromosomes of each large strain which tend to increase size when they are together. This re,sult, expressed in a differen~ way (Rober~son, 1952) , has been used to support a suggestion that gsne interactions may contribute more than is generally supposed to heterosis effects, sines neither of the accepted theories of heterosis--dominance and overdominance--cottld cause the interactions between genes on different chromosomes brought to light by the present study. The interactions seemed to be most marked when chromosomes of urn'elated strains were brought together, and it may well be that epistasis contributes substantially to the hetsrosis often fotmd in crosses between urn'elated strains. It is hoped to test these conclusions by a technique which provides a greater range of gsnotypes and does not reqtm'e the presence of special marked chromosomes, whose pemfliar properties may complicate the picttree.
Comparison of changes in wing and thorax length show that they vary closely in para//el in the differen~ genotypes, wi~h one striking exception. This is strain D, se]eef, ed for short wings, which differs from the standard strain N mainly in a very large Xelu'omosome effect which causes practically no reduction in thorax length. On this chromosome e~-idsl~tly genes were selected with a specific effect on wing length and not on body size, but in the other cases the relative effects of the various chromosome substitutious on the two characters were much w.hat one would expect from the fact that ehere is a high but not perfect genetic correlation between them (Reeve & Robertson, 1952) .
The relgtion of weight to thorax length, studied in males, shows that these two characters generally varied together in the different gsnotypes, but weight tended to change at a rate much less than the cube of thorax length. This was partimdarly the case when comparing the effects of substituting the P and H chromosomes on the two characters. The relative rate of change of weight and ~horax length was much the same in all crosses, the substitutions causing weight to change in proportion to about the 1 89 power of thorax length. It would appear that these substitutions cause a change in form with a rdatively great effect on thorax length, or also a change in specific gravity of the flies, and further work is necessary on this problem.
It should, perhaps, be emphasized that the substitution effects we ]lave been exa,mining were estimated by comparing genotypes most of which contained major chromosomes h'om two or even three different strains; and one obviously cannot draw inferences about the effects of genes segregating in an unselected population from study of whole chromosomes under these some wh at artificial conditions. The interactions discovered are average interactions between the groups of genes on non-homologous chromosomes, and individual epistatic effects may well be more important than one would judge from study of these group effects, since plus and minus interactions would cancel each other out. In the same way, dominance and epistasis occurring within a given chromosome pair may sometimes be of different sign, so that the measures of aggregate dominance we have used probably underestimate the relative importance of non-additive gene effects.
1. A simple crossing technique was used to produce cultl~res of D'rosophila mek~nogaste~ 9 segregating for chromosomes marked by the genes Plum and Hairless, in which the genotypes were otherwise either homozygous for chromosomes of a given strain or heterozygous for chromosomes of two strains; and samples of flies of the four segregating genotypes were measured.
2. This method was used to compare three strains selected for large size and one selected for small size with two standard inbred strains, and enabled tests to be made of the importance of fom'th-chromosome effects on size; of the extent to which the chromosomes combine additively, and of various hypotheses as to the natare of the non-additive effects.
3. In nearly all cases there were substantial non-additive effects on size and little if any of these could be attributed to metric bias.
~. There was generally some 'aggregate dominance'--i.e, summed dominance effects over a whole chromosome--in the direction of large size, in crosses of both the large lines and the small line to the standard strains, which varied from complete dominance to a slight deviation from additiveness in different chromosome pairs. But substantial interactions were demonstrated between genes on non-homologous chromosomes, apart from the dominance etthcts. Thus both dominance and gene interaction mnst contribute to the non-additive effects previously noted. The interaction effects tend to be greatest when chromosomes from ul~elated strains are combined.
5. Selection for large size has generally produced most effect in the third chromosome, while selection for small size in the one strain tested produced effects mainly in the X-chromosome. Changes in this chromosome reduced wing length but had very little effect on thorax length. In the other cases wittg and thorax length showed more or less proportional changes, so that selection of either character has mainly affected body SiZe.
6. Variations in weight in males follow closely those in thorax length. But substitution of the Plum and I-Iairless chromosomes, which have substantial effects on size, cansed changes in weight proportional to less than twice the power of thorax length, so that either the form or the specific gravity changes. Comparable data for females are not available.
7. There was no evidence that selection for large or small size had produced changes in the fourth chronmsomes acting in the direction of selection.
